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Bekenstein has proposed the boundS # pM2
PL2 on the total entropyS in a volume L3. This

nonextensive scaling suggests that quantum field theory breaks down in large volume. To rec
this breakdown with the success of local quantum field theory in describing observed pa
phenomenology, we propose a relationship between UV and IR cutoffs such that an effective field t
should be a good description of nature. We discuss implications for the cosmological constant pro
We find a limitation on the accuracy which can be achieved by conventional effective field the
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It is generally assumed that particle physics can be
curately described by an effective field theory with a
ultraviolet (UV) cutoff less than the Planck massMP ,
provided that all momenta and field strengths are sm
compared with this cutoff to the appropriate power. Com
putations performed with such effective field theorie
for example, the standard model, have been extraordin
ily successful at describing properties of elementary p
ticles. Nevertheless, considerations involving black ho
suggest that the underlying theory of nature is not a lo
quantum field theory. In this Letter we attempt to reco
cile this conclusion with the success of effective quantu
field theory by determining the range of validity for a lo
cal effective field theory to be an accurate description
the world. We accomplish this by imposing a relation
ship between UV and infrared (IR) cutoffs. We will ar
gue that this proposed IR bound does not conflict with a
current experimental success of quantum field theory,
explains why conventional effective field theory estimat
of the cosmological constant fail so miserably.

For an effective quantum field theory in a box of siz
L with UV cutoff L the entropyS scales extensively,
S , L3L3 [1]. However, the peculiar thermodynamics o
black holes [2,3] has led Bekenstein [2] to postulate that t
maximum entropy in a box of volumeL3 behaves nonex-
tensively, growing only as the area of the box. For anyL,
there is a sufficiently large volume for which the entropy
an effective field theory will exceed the Bekenstein limi
’t Hooft [4] and Susskind [5] have stressed that this r
sult implies conventional3 1 1 dimensional field theories
vastly overcount degrees of freedom: as these field theo
are described in terms of a Lagrange density, they have
tensivity of the entropy built in. The Bekenstein entrop
bound may be satisfied in an effective field theory if w
limit the volume of the system according to

L3L3 & SBH ; pL2M2
P , (1)

whereSBH is the entropy of a black hole of radiusL [2,3].
Consequently the lengthL, which acts as an IR cutoff,
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cannot be chosen independently of the UV cutoff, a
scales asL23.

As startling as the Bekenstein-motivated constra
Eq. (1) seems, there is evidence that conventional qu
tum field theory fails at an entropy well below this bound
’t Hooft has stressed that ordinary field theories shou
fail on large scales if near the horizon of a black ho
[4]. In the presence of even a very large black hole,
low energy description of particle physics is expecte
to be inadequate, since infalling particles experien
Planck scale interactions with outgoing Hawking radiatio
near the horizon. Furthermore, it has been shown
string theory that local observables do not necessa
commute at a spacelike separation in the presence o
black hole [6]. These problems arise even in the abse
of any large field strengths or momenta. Local quantu
field theory appears unlikely to be a good effective lo
energy description of any system containing a bla
hole, and should probably not attempt to describe parti
states whose volume is smaller than their correspond
Schwarzschild radius.

An effective field theory that can saturate Eq. (1
necessarily includes many states with the Schwarzsch
radius much larger than the box size. To see this, note t
a conventional effective quantum field theory is expect
to be capable of describing a system at a temperat
T , provided thatT # L; so long asT ¿ 1yL, such a
system has thermal energyM , L3T4 and entropyS ,
L3T3. When Eq. (1) is saturated, atT , sM2

PyLd1y3, the
corresponding Schwarzschild radiusLS for this system is
LS , LsLMPd2y3 ¿ L.

To avoid these difficulties we propose an even strong
constraint on the IR cutoff1yL which excludes all states
that lie within their Schwarzschild radius. Since th
maximum energy density in the effective theory isL4,
the constraint onL is

L3L4 & LM2
P . (2)

Here the IR cutoff scales likeL22. This bound is
far more restrictive than Eq. (1): when Eq. (2) is ne
© 1999 The American Physical Society 4971
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saturation, the entropy is

Smax . S
3y4
BH . (3)

We propose that an effective local quantum field theo
will be a good approximate description of physics whe
Eq. (2) is satisfied. This bound is more restrictive tha
Eq. (1) because we are explicitly considering only tho
states that can be described by conventional quantum fi
theory [7].

Can such a dramatic depletion of quantum states
relevant to the cosmological constant problem [11]?

If the standard model is valid in an arbitrarily large
volume up to at least LEP energies, then the quantu
contribution to the vacuum energy density compute
in perturbation theory is,s100 GeVd4. The empirical
bound on the cosmological constant corresponds to
vacuum energy density&s1022.5 eVd4. Conventionally
this discrepancy is explained by either unknown physi
at high energies which conspires to cancel this vacuu
contribution to enormous precision, or else new physi
at ,1022.5 eV which adjusts to cancel the vacuum energ
while being devious enough to escape detection [14,15

There is however a third possibility—that the usua
perturbative computation of the quantum correction to t
vacuum energy density, which assumes no infrared lim
tation to the quantum field theory, is incorrect. There i
in fact, no evidence that fields at present experimental e
ergies can fluctuate independently over a region as la
as our horizon. In fact, if we choose an IR cutoff com
parable to the current horizon size, the corresponding U
cutoff from Eq. (2) isL , 1022.5 eV and the resulting
quantum energy density ofL4 requires no cancellation to
be consistent with current bounds. This observation do
not predict the cosmological constant’s value, as one c
always add a constant to the quantum contribution. Ho
ever it does eliminate the need for fine-tuning.

The peculiar relationship between IR and UV cutoffs i
Eq. (2) is, in principle, testable as it limits the successf
application of quantum field theory to experiment. Fo
instance, if we wish to search for new physics (comin
from new interactions or particles at high energies whic
do not violate low energy symmetries) using high prec
sion experiments at low energiesp, there is a maximal
energy scale that can be probed without incorporating
fects beyond conventional quantum field theory. Surpr
ingly, this scale depends onp, and can be much lower
thanMP .

In order to perform an effective field theory calcula
tion we simultaneously impose a UV and an IR cuto
consistent with Eq. (2). There will be small discrepan
cies between such a calculation and a conventional o
performed in an infinite box. Such a discrepancy can
of interest when trying to discover new physics throug
radiative corrections. For example, consider (g 2 2) for
the electron. The UV and IR cutoffs that we must impos
each lead to corrections to the usual calculation, who
4972
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total size is

dsg 2 2d ,
a

p

"√
me

L

!2

1

√
1

meL

!2#
. (4)

If we were able to chooseL independently ofL we would
simply ignore the IR corrections. However we must no
comply with Eq. (2). Substituting this constraint onL
gives

dsg 2 2d *
a

p

"√
me

L

!2

1

√
L2

meMP

!2#
. (5)

This uncertainty in our calculation is minimized by
choosing the UV cutoff to beL , sm2

eMPd1y3 , 14 TeV,
so that

dminsg 2 2d ,
a

p

√
me

MP

!2y3

,
a

p
3 10215. (6)

While still small, this deviation is far larger than the
usual effects one would ascribe to gravity. In fact, th
minimal discrepancy in the calculation of (g 2 2) that
arises in this way is equivalent to the contribution from
a lepton of massM , 100 GeV, and is roughly twice
the contribution to (g 2 2) from the top quark [16].
These effects are enormously larger than conventio
estimates of Planck scale corrections which are of ord
smeyMPd2 , 10244.

More generally, we may consider processes of char
teristic energyp which receive contributions from dimen-
sionD operators withD . 4, characterizing new physics.
The correction due to a finite UV cutoff is of the order o
saypd spyLdsD24d. The required IR cutoffL & MPyL2

leads to additional corrections,saypd s1yL2p2d, which
are at least as big assaypd sL2ypMPd2, according to our
constraint Eq. (2). Minimization of this theoretical uncer
tainty occurs for a UV cutoffL , psMPypd2yD . Thus in a
given experiment there is a maximum energy scale that c
be probed and a maximum accuracy that can be achie
using conventional quantum field theory, with the energ
scale depending onMP to a remarkably small fractional
power. For operators of dimension five this scale isM

2y5
P ,

while for operators of dimension six it isM
1y3
P .

Note that the relative size of these effects grows wi
p. Whenp is the weak scale and the effective theory
the standard model, new physics at short distances app
in the effective theory through dimension six operator
and the maximum energy scale that can be conventiona
probed is108 GeV, with a corresponding uncertainty o
10213. If the new high energy physics appears throug
dimension five operators the maximum energy scale wou
be109 GeV with an uncertainty of1029.

We might worry that the low scale which can be probe
by electroweak physics eliminates the possibility of com
puting coupling constant unification, which involves a
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energy scaleMGUT , 1016 GeV. However it is still pos-
sible to consider running of dimension four operators u
to energies as high asMP . In order to compute coupling
constant running in the presence of our IR and UV cutoff
we may use a renormalization group treatment, matchi
theS matrices of two theories with parametershL, Lj and
hL0, L0j [each of which obey Eq. (2)] in their combined
domain of validity. There is an inherent uncertainty i
the beta function at a given energy scale due to the effe
of these cutoffs. ChoosinghL, Lj at each energy scale
to minimize the uncertainty [18] leads to corrections o
the relation between the unified coupling atMGUT and the
standard model gauge couplings atMZ ,

4p

aisMZd


4p

aGUTsMGUTd
1 bi ln

mz

MGUT

1 O ssssMGUTyMPd2y3ddd . (7)

These corrections are small, but comparable to the us
2-loop corrections, and are not obviously out of exper
mental reach. Thus if one had a compelling reaso
to believe in a particular grand unified theory with a
unification scale well belowMP, one might be able to use
visible deviations from its low energy coupling constan
predictions as evidence for the limitations of quantum
field theory proposed here.

As our renormalization group (RG) analysis of gaug
coupling flow differs from the conventional analysis
by only small corrections, one might expect to obtai
conventional results for the RG flow of the vacuum
energy as well, recovering the usual fine-tuning proble
associated with the cosmological constant, arising fro
quartic divergences. However, in order to match tw
theories with cutoffshL, Lj and hL0, L0j by requiring
that they reproduce the same physical vacuum ener
density l—by comparing graviton propagators about
flat metric, for example—the lengthsL andL0 both must
be larger than the length scaleMPy

p
l, in order to avoid

spurious finite volume effects. This implies that on
cannot perform the RG scaling to UV cutoffs larger tha
ls1y4d, and that consequently one never sees a fine-tun
problem for the vacuum energy.

It is conceivable that black holes and their inter
actions with particles can be described by some e
fective field theory, eliminating the motivation for the
bound of Eq. (2). It remains difficult to understand th
necessary nonextensive behavior of the entropy wit
out some infrared limitation of effective field theory
at least as strong as the Bekenstein-motivated bou
of Eq. (1). However, even this latter bound leads t
conclusions qualitatively similar to those above. Fo
example, experiments at a scalep sensitive to new
physics which arises through dimensionD operators
(D . 4) would be limited to probing energies below
L , spD22M4

Pd1ysD12d, and the maximum theoretical ac-
curacy would be,s aypd spyMPd4sD24dysD12d.
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Both bounds give relatively large corrections to effec
tive field theory computations compared to convention
computable quantum gravitational effects. The latter a
generally expected to be suppressed by integral powers
MP; such expectations are born out by explicit constru
tions of effective field theories from string theory [19].

It is tempting to consider a less drastic solution
patching up conventional effective field theory (with
Planck scale UV cutoff and no IR cutoff) by eliminating
“by hand” those states corresponding to black hole
We do not know how to prune a Hilbert space in th
manner; the result would likely be a bizarre, nonloc
theory. Still, one could imagine that even though mo
of the degrees of freedom in an effective field theo
in an arbitrarily large box have no sensible physic
interpretation, for some reason the theory accurate
describes the properties of few particle states. Th
would leave conventional calculations which contain n
intermediate states approaching black hole formati
unchanged to low orders in perturbation theory, whi
rejecting the numerous states predicted by the sa
theory which lie within their own Schwarzschild radius
However, there would be drastic effects on therm
distributions even at temperaturesT ø L. Instead, our
main assumption is that a local effective field theor
which correctly describes all single particle states wi
momenta up top , L should also describe multiparticle
excitations, and would have a normal density matrix f
thermal distributions withT ø L. While conventional,
this assumption may not be valid when the underlyin
theory is not local. The alternative that an effectiv
field theory can be valid up to a scaleL for certain
calculations, but fails to correctly describe a therm
system at temperatureT ø L, seems at least as strang
as our assumption.

In conclusion, many different results about the physi
of black holes imply that, in the presence of quantu
gravity, there are no fundamental extensive degrees
freedom. Furthermore, considerations of the maximu
possible entropy of systems which do not contain bla
holes suggest that ordinary quantum field theory m
not be valid for arbitrarily large volumes, but would
apply provided the UV and IR cutoffs satisfy a boun
given by Eq. (2). The experimental success of quantu
field theory survives, as long as this effective theory
not applied to calculations which simultaneously requi
both a low infrared cutoff and an overly high UV
cutoff. The simultaneous UV and IR sensitivity o
computations relevant for current laboratory experimen
never comes close to requiring cutoffs which violat
Eq. (2). In contrast, the computation of the quantu
contribution to the vacuum energy of the visible univers
within quantum field theory requires a UV cutoff o
less than 1022.5 eV. With this cutoff, no fine-tuned
cancellation of the cosmological constant is require
Recognition that quantum field theory vastly overcoun
4973
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states can help resolve the enormous discrepancy betw
conventional estimates of the vacuum energy and t
observed cosmological constant and eliminate a celebra
fine-tuning problem.
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